“Learn a Chinese Phrase” List

21. 暗恋 Dark Love
22. 穿小鞋 Wearing Small Shoes
23. 耳旁风 Wind by the Ear
24. 万人迷 10,000 Fans
25. 落汤鸡 Fallen into Soup Chicken
26. 煲电话粥 Cooking Telephone Cereal
27. 鸡蛋里挑骨头 Picking Bones out of Eggs
28. 碰钉子 Bumping into a Nail
29. 吃鸭蛋 Eating a Duck Egg
30. 丢三落四 Lose 3 Forget 4
31. 卖萌 Selling Cuteness
32. 热门 Hot Door
33. 狼吞虎咽 Wolf Swallow Tiger Gulp
34. 花瓶 Flower Vase
35. 七上八下 7 Up 8 Down
36. 恶作剧 Wickedly Created Drama
37. 坏到骨头里 Bad to the Bone
38. 剩女 Leftover Girl
39. 闺蜜 Girl Honey
40. 吊胃口 Hanging Someone’s Appetite
41. 发烧友 Feverish Friend
42. 分手 Separated Hands
43. 校花 & 校草 School Grass & School Flower
44. 风云人物 Wind Cloud People
45. 八卦 Eight Symbols
46. 无聊 Without Sustenance
47. Inside Cloud Inside Fog
48. Opposite Help (Hindrance)
49. Little Air Ghost
50. Kingly Way
51. Big Gallbladder
52. Quite Calabash/Talking Drawer
53. One-Second Killing
54. Old Antique
55. Eyebrows Flying Complexion Dancing
56. Mild Clam
57. Cry Poverty
58. Throw Away Sale
59. Expert & Fashionista
60. Drop the Chain
61. Dig Root Ask Bottom
62. Withered & Dry
63. Add Oil Add Vinegar
64. It is Too Complicated
65. Angry Youth
66. Sweeping Goods
67. Pretend Deep and Heavy
68. Exceeding the Peak/Cushion’s Bottom
69. Random Drawing Book
70. Single Role Show